Dean's List for Academic Excellence 2014/15

Students’ overall results are ranked by programme according to the year of final degree award. The Dean’s List comprises the top 10% of students (+/- 2%) from each Business School taught programme. Inclusion is subject to satisfactory completion of the award and achievement of a mark of 70% or greater overall. Students appear in alphabetical order by surname by programme of study.

Full-time MBA
Garcia Andrade, Bruno Miguel
Guzman Del Castillo, Maria Ximena
Harrold, Robert
Liang, Yantao (Crystal)
Pedder, James Victor
Sorrentino, Angelo
Wieland, Nemy Simon

Executive MBA (EMBA)
Armstrong, Alan
Khera, Aditya
Lewis, Owen
Steel, Benjamin David

Executive MBA (WEMBA)
Ash, Phillip
Atkinson, Jason Ronald Charles
Hogg, Edward
Wise, Helen

Distance Learning MBA
Agrati, Gianluca
Bird, Brynn
Bort Tora, Miguel
Gupta, Rajib
Hart, Nicholas
Kok, Charles Hoong Chwan
Modi, Neil
Turner, David
Valeur, Eric
Yu, Hengwen

MSc Finance
Chan, Yuee Sun
Kitilimtrakul, Kriz
Li, Chen (Lisa)
Lin, Shanshan
Patana-Anek, Kanokporn
Vaswani, Vinay
Vikenhem, Viktor Kyu Hyun
Xu, Wenyan

MSc Management
Abou Jaoude, Omar
Amorntirasan, Metapon
Chen, Kehong
De Corte, Jan
Depotter, Clementine
Halim, Edmond
Hu, Kexin
Jin, Chaohui
L'Ebraly, Astrid
Li, Miu Ying
Li, Sijia
Lin, Jiaqi
Mao, Ruitao
Ou, Xiaoxin
Partridge, Brittany
Silfanus, Natasha
Taebipour, Mona
Tan, E Yang
Varin, Mark
Voirin, Nicolas Jean Jules
Wong, Shihao Jonathan
Wyrzykowska, Elzbieta Ewa
Zaritskaya, Maria

Students may have selected to not appear on this list
MSc Actuarial Finance
Huang, Kedi
Nirmalan, Aneesha
Pearce, Alexandra

MSc Finance & Accounting
Deng, Tian
Kononova, Ekaterina
Lapprathana, Koravee
Liu, Yu (Frank)
Sui, Xin (Jason)
Tan, Dale, Han Pang
Tan, Qiaoya
Wang, Jiali (Sophie)
Xiao, Min
Zaidi, Zaufishan

MSc Investment & Wealth Management
Du, Sihai
Falconi, Leonardo
Fei, Jingyuan
Freeman, David
Han, Yichi
Mei, Zihao
Tan, Jiann Meng
Tu, Tianchang
Zarattini, Carlo
Zheng, Tingting

MSc Risk Management & Financial Engineering
Agrawal, Sharan
Cai, Sufeng
Cheng, Shing
de Cagny, Benoît
El Asmar, Anthony
Johnson, Brian
Lim, Jun Ren
Papadimitriou, Alkiviadis
Pei, Shanshan
Singhal, Rohan
Song, Jiawei
Tang, Pan
Wan, David
Yang, Yifan
Zheng, Ruxu

MSc Economics & Strategy for Business
Chai, Daixuan
De Kegel, Alexander
Dirlewanger, Fabian Nicolas
Gräfin Von Bernstorff, Alexandra
Hallegger, Philipp
Han, Bing
Peng, Cai
Rantanen, Anssi
Roßshirt, Harald Heinz
Sadhwani, Karan
Scheerbarth, Johanna Katharina
Sharma, Dhanik
Solodkova, Ekaterina
Tu, Thanh Huyen
Vervaeke, Alexander Antoon
Wang, Xuezhou
Weber, Mario

MSc Innovation, Entrepreneurship & Management
Adjiputro, Melissa
Alhady, Sharifah Tessa
Burt Fleitas, Pamela
Elgin, Matthew
Fuchs, Joelle
Gisler, Henri
Kocaoğlan, Ahmet Aras
Odunowo, Olufemi Kayode
Salter, Rowan Morgan

MSc International Health Management
Chowdhury, Mikhaila Zarine
Lake, Nicola
Nimeh, Rawan
Sidi, Sadik
Sikka, Sakshi
Vargas, Juan Camilo

Students may have selected to not appear on this list
MSc Strategic Marketing
Abed, Mayssa
Asawachatroj, Kanawat
Chen, Huahao
Cossery, Eleonore
Gaber, Salma Ahmed Hassan
Hasnain, Mohammad Aaqib
Hu, Xiaoqing
Huang, Ziheng
Khan, Saba Hossain
Lao, Jingshi
Mastrosavvas, Andreas
Sheraiff, Leen
Simon, Jil
Villalta Araya, Jean Alcides
Wohlmannstetter, Elisa
Yeung, Lok Wing
Yotov, Nikolay
Yu, Zhuoying

Undergraduate Joint Honours with Selected Science Departments (performance in Management Year alone)
Abou Ela Bourquin, Bilal
Cockram, Thomas
Shah, Shamin
Singh, Hannah
Unwith, Sandeep

Integrated and Intercalated BSc – BSc Medical Sciences with Management (as part of a medical degree)
Ahmed, Maroof
Auckburally, Sameera Hannah
El-Hilly, Abdulrahman
Iqbal, Sheeraz Syed
Sachdev, Akriti
Thapar, Angelina

Queries regarding this List should be directed to Karen Tweddle, Teaching & Quality Team Manager, at k.tweddle@imperial.ac.uk
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